
Fig. 3 is a sample showing the relationship between
these two parameters. The data are taken from the
sunless period of 1967 and are restricted to a "mean"
wind coming from the quadrant between 2700 and
360°, directions upwind of the station. An outstanding
feature of this graph is that both "veering" and
"backing" of the wind seem to be related to stability.

These preliminary results show that the conven-
ti nal concept of the wind profile may have to be re-
fined or even modified. Continued analysis hopefully
will yield a clearer picture of the profile characteristics
u der these extremely stable antarctic conditions.
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Elevated temperature minima
at Plateau Station

MICHAEL Kul-IN

Arctic Institute of North America'

Among the peculiarities of wind and temperature
profiles over the antarctic ice surface, the phenome-
non of elevated temperature minima deserves special
mention. It was first observed 40 years ago over the
Indian desert but was later believed not to occur over
Snow fields. Nevertheless, during the International
Geophysical Year at Little America V and at the
South Pole, the temperature minimum frequently was
found to be a few centimeters above the snow surface.
Lettau et al. (1967) reported minima up to 12 cm
above the snow on 90 out of 139 days examined in the
winter night of 1957 at Little America V, although
they observed minima on only 9 of 187 days at the
South Pole.

A necessary condition for elevated temperature
minima is radiational cooling at the snow surface
(R0 ) balanced by heat conducted upward from the
underlying snow (S0 ) and by downward turbulent
heat flux in the air (Q). Thus the ratio S 0 /Q0 de-
termines whether the temperature minimum becomes
elevated or not.

As the climate at Plateau Station differs only
slightly from that at the South Pole, whereas the cli-
mate at Little America V differs significantly, Dalrym-
pie's measurements suggest that elevated minima
should be an exception in the temperature profiles of
Plateau Station. However, optical phenomena oh-

'Now at Department of Meteorology, University of Inns-
bruck, Austria.

served at this station had pointed at a highly compli-
cated, multiple layering even before quantitative stud-
ies were evaluated. Examination of 80 daily spot
checks of temperature and wind profiles at Plateau
Station in the winter night of 1967 showed that, al-
though R 0 is practically the same for the South Pole
and Plateau Station, the ratio of S 0 to Q° at these sta-
tions must differ considerably: on 34 of the 80 days
the minimum was higher than 25 cm above the snow
surface, and the S O /QO ratio of the remaining 46
cases leads one to believe that about half of them must
have had elevated minima below the 25-cm level,
where no temperature sensor was installed. As the
components of the energy budget are not yet com-
pletely evaluated, the wind speed at the 100-cm level
was taken as a crude measure of the Q, and the tem-
perature difference between the surface and 12-cm
depth was taken as a measure of S. Their averages
indicate that for the 34 days with a temperature mini-
mum above 25 cm

V(100 cm) = 3.6 knots
—12 cm to 0) = —3.0°C.

(heat flux toward the surface)

and for the remaining 46 days

= 6.2 knots
AT = +0.4°C.
(heat flux into the snow)

Aside from the frequent observations of irregular
optical refraction, one impressive incident at Plateau
Station can be explained only in terms of an elevated
temperature minimum of uniform horizontal extent
(Kuhn, 1969). During a moonrise in the winter
night, the moon was seen on the horizon by an ob-
server standing at the base of the micrometeorology
tower. It seemed to disappear when looked at from
the higher parts of the 32-rn tower and was again seen
from the ground, 5 minutes later, as it detached from
the horizon and took up its normal course on the sky.
Evidently an elevated temperature minimum had cre-
ated gradients of the density and thus of the refractive
index of air that acted as an optical duct, bending and
reflecting light rays on both its upper and lower side.
In such a situation vision is extended much farther
than with ordinary, single curvature typical for tem-
perature inversions. Therefore, far-range vision is re-
stricted to observation from within a small layer cen-
tered around the temperature minimum while the
path of light from any place outside this layer is re-
flected only once, either up or down.

Observations of this nature as well as quantitative
measurements of energy balance show how important
the concept of snow as a heat source is for cold re-
gions. The observations add up to a paradox, though,
because one cannot deny that the great antarctic in-
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version exists primarily because heat loss from the
snow is larger than heat loss from the overlying air.
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Remarkable wind shifts and speeds
a few meters above the surface

of the antarctic plateau
W. SCHWERDTFEGER

Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin

Spectacular variations of the wind between one and
a few tens of meters of height have been observed at
Plateau Station (Sponholz, 1968; Kuhn, 1969; Frost-
man, 1969). Examination of the measurements at ten
levels of the micrometeorological tower, 0.5 to 32 in
above ground, leaves no doubt that this phenomenon
is directly related to the presence of a strong tempera-
ture inversion. On the average, during the winter of
1967 at Plateau Station, the change of the wind direc-
tion between the 0.5- and the 32-rn levels was 4, 30,
and 57 degrees of azimuth when the temperature dif -
ference (T3'2- T0 . 5 ) was 4 3 0 , 8° to 12°, and
20 0 C., respectively (Schwerdtfeger, 1970, fig. 10).

The measurements made at Plateau Station can be
used to test a theory (Mahrt and Schwerdtfeger, 1970)
that aims to explain the change of the wind with
height in a friction layer with a horizontal tempera-
ture gradient that decreases upward exponentially.
Such conditions, which exist over a sloped terrain
when there is a strong surface inversion of approxi-
mately constant vertical extent, are found over the
antarctic plateau during most of the year and over
Greenland, though with less persistence, during the
winter.

When the surface inversion is strong and the wind
at the highest level of the tower is nearly calm, the
32-rn height range of the micrometeorological tower
at Plateau Station is sufficient for a meaningful com-
parison of observed and theoretical winds. In such sit-
uations there must exist a low-level wind maximum
whose height is directly proportional to the square
root of K, the eddy diffusivity. With very small values
of K, which are typical of extremely stable airmasses,
this height should be between 6 and 12 m above
ground.

m/sec	 32

so	 \150

280*	 326'	 3

A comparison of the wind observed along the micrometeorologicaI
tower at Plateau Station (dots) and computed wind valies.

The three curves in the figure (wind speed on lft,
direction on right) have been computed from the
equations given by Mahrt and Schwerdtfeger (1970)
for three different values of K. It was assumed that
calm conditions were present at the top of the inver-
sion layer, that the inversion was 19°C., and that the
slope of the terrain was 1 in 500. The heavy dots rep-
resent speed and direction of the resultant wind deter-
mined for all 54 half-hour intervals during the winter
of 1967 for which the 32-rn-level wind was less than 1
rn per sec and the temperature inversion 15°C. or
more. It is evident that the value of K = 80 sq cm
per sec leads to a good overall agreement between ob-
servations and theory. Of course, a serious shortcom-
ing of the theory is the assumption of a constant K.
In fact, the graphs suggest that a somewhat smaller
value in the lowest layers and a larger one above
about 8 m would lead to a still better agreement;
however, analytical solutions for the inversion wind
with variable K are not available.

When the upper wind is weak, the low-level maxi-
mum wind speed is proportional to the strength of the
inversion and to the slope of the terrain. Wherever a
shallow cold air layer lies over a steep slope, very
strong low-level winds must be expected. This is a new
way to interpret the persistent, extremely high wind
speeds observed at Cape Denison, Port Martin, and
neighboring places.

Dale Branch, majoring in meteorology at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, carried through the computer
work for the numerical solutions of the wind equa-
tions and the necessary statistics from printouts of the
checked tower data prepared at the U.S. Army Natick
Laboratories. The work was supported by National
Science Foundation grants GA-10422 and GA-16239.
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